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Free Spins. Free spins can be described as the most straightforward and highly anticipated bonus

offered by many online casinos. Although bonuses may be more associated with monetary rewards, free
spins are still very popular among casino players. They have become an integral part of many slots, while

also being infused into exciting promotional offers. We can define free spins as a bonus reward, with
which players can enjoy fantastic slot games at no cost. No money is deducted from your online casino

account, so veteran and new players can enjoy an opportunity to win real money without putting their
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funds at risk. This bonus is an excellent way to have fun at an online casino, so let’s have a look at all the
ways you can get your hands on some free spins. We’ll cover Free Spins Deposit Bonuses, online slots

with a Free Spins feature and where you’ll find the best Free Spins deals around! ONLINE CASINO
FREE SPINS. Apart from the extraordinary variety of games and unparalleled convenience, one of the

best things about playing at an online casino is the myriad of rewards and bonuses that players can
enjoy. From bonus credit and cashback to free spins and branded merchandise, the rewards you can
get at an online casino are bountiful! Before we dive in and explore all the ways through which you can
get free spins, let’s cover the basics. The most important thing to note is that casino bonuses, be it a

Welcome Bonus or a Free Spins offer, and the rewards within them are not available in all jurisdictions.
Due to local regulations, some promotions and even game features cannot be offered in select markets;
that’s why players in UK online casinos, for example, may not see certain features or rewards mentioned

in the following sections — so keep the restrictions in mind if you’re thinking about grabbing a casino
bonus. The second most important thing is that casino rewards are seldom free, and you must pay close
attention to all Terms and Conditions of the offers. There, you will find everything you need to know about
the bonus, including the bonus credit amount, bonus wagering requirements, how many free spins you
can get, qualifying games, expiration dates and so on. Take some time to familiarise yourself with the

Terms and Conditions; they will help you gauge whether or not the bonus is suitable for you. After all, you
wouldn’t want to grab some bonus credit or free spins on games that you wouldn’t enjoy playing! HOW
YOU CAN GET FREE SPINS. Most online casino sites offer two ways to get free spins: through casino

bonuses and in-game Free Spins features. At EnergyCasino, our players can also grab free spins
through our loyalty programme and epic slot tournaments! Here’s a brief overview of each method:

PROMOTIONAL FREE SPINS. Many casinos integrate free spins into exclusive bonuses and ongoing
promotions. You may find free spins included in a Welcome Bonus, a No Deposit Bonus, a Free Spins
Deposit Bonus or other promotions. Apart from promotional free spins, these bonuses may also grant

cash, win multipliers or bonus credit, also referred to as bonus money or bonus funds. A minimum
deposit is often required to claim a casino bonus, but players may need to meet other qualifying criteria
as well, like residing in one of the eligible jurisdictions and depositing within a specific time frame. Free-

spin winnings and bonus credit obtained through casino bonuses are usually subject to wagering
requirements, which may apply to the deposit amount as well. Bonus wagering requirements and other

important details, like when your free spins expire, will be stated within the offer’s Terms and Conditions.
At EnergyCasino, you’ll find bonus free spins in the form of EnergySpins and Super EnergySpins offered

on a specific slot game. Regular EnergySpins are often valued at the game’s minimum wager that
covers all paylines, and Super EnergySpins are usually worth €1 or more. FREE SPINS IN ONLINE

SLOTS. When playing at EnergyCasino, you’ll find over 3,000 incredible online slots that are packers
with bonus features. These may include Expanding symbols, win multipliers, special Wilds, bonus rounds
and respins. One of the most popular features which finds its way into a plethora of slots is a Free Spins
bonus round, which offers a chance to play for free. To find out how to win some spins, check the game’s
rule and paytable! You’ll find easy-to-follow instructions on what to do to activate the spins, as they differ
from game to game. In many popular games, the Free Spins feature can be activated by landing several
Scatter symbols. In some games, the Free Spins feature can be retriggered, meaning that you can keep
winning and stacking free spins! These in-game free spins can also come with additional features, like

unlimited multipliers or Sticky symbols. As you can see, the dynamic nature of the Free Spins slot feature
is precisely why it remains a fan favourite among casino players and why game providers try to

incorporate it into almost all new releases. CASINO TOURNAMENTS. If you’re down for some friendly
competition, then you ought to take a look at our tournaments. Competing players are in with the chance
of winning free spins, bonus credit, cash and even merch! There is no deposit required to participate in
casino tournaments, but you may have to place a minimum wager and play through a number of spins to
qualify for the leaderboard. Your position on the leaderboard is determined by the tournament’s scoring

system. The most common scoring system is based on the highest win relative to the bet amount; it
doesn’t matter if you place the minimum bet or crank it up to the max, as the win multiplier is proportional

to your wager. The higher you rank on the leaderboard when the tournament ends, the better your
rewards will be. Wagering requirements may apply to your winnings, but not always. Make sure to take a

look at the tournament’s rules and Terms and Conditions before you opt-in. LOYALTY REWARDS. At
EnergyCasino, we love rewarding our players every chance we get! That means going above and

beyond, and that is why we’ve crafted a rewarding loyalty programme that every player can benefit from.
To get started, all you need to do is play your favourite casino games! Playing any slot in our Casino or



placing wagers at our Live Casino will passively earn you EnergyPoints, which can be turned into cash,
free spins or bonuses at our online casino shop — the EnergyShop. That’s far from everything that we
have in store for our players! Our loyalty rewards include exclusive promotions, casino events and even
VIP-only tournaments. HOW DO FREE SPINS WORK? The underlying principle is rather simple: free
spins allow you to spin the reels of a specific game for free. Regardless of how you acquire the free

spins, there are several things you should be aware of. First, the value of your free spins will vary. If you
triggered in-game free spins, their value will be set to that of the triggering wager. Bonus spins obtained
through a Free Spins No Deposit Bonus, for example, will offer spins at a predetermined value. You may

find low and high-value spins alike, so make sure to view the offer’s Terms and Conditions before
claiming. In-game free spins may have additional features, like multipliers or Sticky Wilds. Read through
the game’s rules to find out how to trigger the bonus feature and what to expect when playing through it.
Spins obtained through a casino bonus can expire! Wagering requirements, max. cash rewards, max.
bonus wins, capped wagers and other conditions may also apply. The bonus wagering requirement
usually applies to winnings obtained from free spins, but may also apply to any bonus credit or the

deposit itself — even if it’s your first deposit. Free spins won through a tournament may be wager-free
spins, or you may have to turn over the winnings a number of times. Read through the tournament rules

before opting in. Respins differ from free spins. Some games have free respins, while others may come
at the cost of a single wager. You’ll also come across games that allow you to lock specific reels in place

before a respin occurs; locking the reels often has a price tag! Whether you get bonus spins through a
promotion or a game’s bonus feature, the number of spins you get will vary. In-game Free Spins features

may grant anywhere from a couple to over a hundred spins, while a Free Spins No Deposit Bonus, for
example, usually gives no more than a dozen or two. TYPES OF CASINO BONUSES WITH FREE
SPINS. We’ve mentioned that you can get free spins through promotional offers, but what are these
bonuses, and how do they differ? In this section, we’ll cover various Deposit Bonuses, including the

Welcome Bonus and Free Spins No Deposit Bonus. These casino bonuses may give bonus credit, free
spins or even cash; don’t worry, we’ll go through the rewards as well! Quick reminder: bonus availability
and the rewards will vary depending on the player’s jurisdiction. Please check the ‘Promotions’ page to

see which offers you are eligible for at EnergyCasino. DEPOSIT BONUS. A Deposit Bonus is any
casino bonus that requires a minimum deposit. Usually, these bonus offers grant bonus credit or free

spins, but the specifics will depend on the type of promotion. In general, Deposit Bonuses are common
and may be referred to as a Reload Bonus, Top-Up Bonus or by other names. Let’s take a look at the

two main types of a Deposit Bonus: Deposit Match Bonuses and Deposit Free Spins Bonuses.
DEPOSIT MATCH BONUS. A Deposit Match Bonus is a Deposit Bonus that will match a percentage of
your deposit in bonus credit, often referred to as bonus funds. All promotional material related to the offer
will always specify the matched percentage and the maximum amount of bonus credit you can obtain. A
Deposit Match Bonus will have Terms and Conditions which you must abide by; these terms will specify
the deposit required, bonus credit wagering requirement, max. bet, max. winnings and other important

information, like the qualifying games and expiration dates. A 100% Deposit Bonus up to €200, for
example, will match your entire deposit up to €200. If you deposit €10, you’ll get €10 in cash and €10 in

bonus credit. If you deposit €300, you’ll receive €300 in cash and €200 in bonus credit. DEPOSIT FREE
SPINS BONUS. Deposit Free Spins offers are a great way to enjoy awesome games, and they often
grant bonus credit on top of the free spins. If you see Reload EnergySpins at EnergyCasino, you’re

looking at one of these fantastic offers! We think that reloading your balance should come with perks, so
we try to include a batch of free spins on the hottest new online slots and player-favourite classics as

often as we can. A Deposit €10 Get 10 Free Spins promotion, for example, will give you 10 bonus spins
if you deposit at least €10. Usually, the higher the deposit, the greater the number of bonus spins will be.

You may be wondering: “until when are my free spins valid?” or “what is the minimum deposit?”. You’ll
find all the answers you seek in the offer’s Terms and Conditions. Read through them carefully because
deposit free spins will have a predetermined value, expiration dates and other restrictions, like which

games the spins can be used on. Winnings obtained from these bonus spins are often subject to
wagering requirements, but you may come across wager-free bonus spins as well. Wagering free-spins

winnings is not too restrictive; for example, you can usually complete the wagering requirements on a
provider’s entire selection of slots rather than one or two games. WELCOME BONUS. The Welcome

Bonus is the first Deposit Bonus you will run into when registering a new online casino account. This offer
is available only to newly registered players on their first deposit and is often the casino’s most generous



bonus. A Welcome Bonus is usually a First Deposit Match Bonus, but may include free spins or other
rewards as well. A Live Casino Welcome Bonus, for instance, may grant cashback on net losses, while a
Sportsbook Welcome Bonus may offer an odds boost or some extra cash to wager with. For example, a
200% Welcome Bonus up to €500 + 100 EnergySpins will double your first deposit, up to a maximum of
€500 in bonus credit, AND will throw in 100 bonus spins on a specific game. Keep in mind that you will
have to make a minimum deposit and that the number of spins you get may depend on the deposited

amount. Aside from your first deposit, Welcome Bonus rewards may also be granted as a package that
includes one or more subsequent deposits. At EnergyCasino, we tailor every Welcome Bonus to the

needs of our players, and we like switching things up from time to time. This means that, depending on
your jurisdiction, you may see different promotions and rewards. NO DEPOSIT FREE SPINS BONUS. A

no-deposit casino bonus is the closest thing to a free bonus that you’ll come across. There is no
minimum deposit required to claim this promotion, and it’s a fantastic way to enjoy some casino games
without putting your own cash on the line. A Free Spins No Deposit Bonus won’t be as generous as a
First Deposit Bonus or a Reload Bonus, but the rewards often don’t have any wagering requirements.

While the number of spins you get will be relatively small (usually no more than a dozen or two), not
having to make a minimum deposit is what seals the deal for many players. Keep in mind that while most
Free Spins No Deposit Bonuses offer wager-free spins, some may have wagering requirements on the

winnings obtained from the bonus spins. Usually, these requirements are significantly lower than on other
bonuses. OTHER CASINO BONUSES AT ENERGYCASINO. At EnergyCasino, you’ll get to benefit from
a variety of promotions not mentioned above. Some notable mentions include: Cashback Bonus — This

bonus is usually offered to our Live Casino players, but Casino gurus may also get to enjoy an
occasional cashback. A Cashback Bonus is like a refund bonus, granting a portion of your net losses (or

wagers) as wager-free cash. Game of the Week — Every week, we shine the spotlight on one of our
favourite or most popular games. Players will enjoy DOUBLE the EnergyPoints gain when wagering on

the week’s selected game. Daily, Weekly and Gold Jackpots from BF Games — Play any of the
qualifying online slots by BF Games to be in the running of winning one of the three progressive jackpots.

The jackpots are active during a specific time frame, so make sure to read through the promotion’s
Terms and Conditions before you play. EnergyChests — This massive promotion is packed with

rewards, including bonus credit, cash and free spins. Play qualifying games to make your way through
the different levels and unlock rewards as you progress! Live Casino Exclusives — Live Casino

promotions are as diverse as our selection of over 300 table games and live shows! You’ll find exclusive
offers on games like Crazy Time and Dream Catcher, as well as unique bonuses on popular tables. For
example, we might reward you with a bit of extra cash for landing a suited blackjack on select blackjack
tables. WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT FREE SPINS CASINO BONUSES AND REWARDS.

We’ve covered the basics, now let’s dissect the nitty-gritty details of everything you need to know before
claiming a casino bonus. BONUS FREE SPINS. One of the first things you may ask yourself is how soon

you can enjoy your spins after claiming a bonus or winning a tournament. Free spins credited
automatically to your account can be enjoyed then and there, but some offers or promotions may specify

longer processing times. If you’re participating in a tournament, you’ll have to wait until the tournament
ends and the leaderboard ranks are finalised. If you’re claiming a bonus, you’ll get to enjoy your rewards

right after making the qualifying minimum deposit. Keep in mind that the value of your spins and how
many free spins you get is predetermined. Additionally, your bonus wins and wagers may be capped,

and don’t forget that free spins expire. UNDERSTANDING BONUS CREDIT. Bonus credit is a common
reward granted through a Deposit Bonus and may also be referred to as bonus money or bonus funds. A
player’s bonus credit account balance is separate from the cashable credit account and the deposited

funds, which constitute cash funds. Bonus credit is always subject to wagering requirements, which must
be met to convert the bonus credit into cash. If you fail to meet the wagering requirement, your bonus
credit will simply expire, and you will not be able to withdraw any bonus-credit winnings. To view the

remaining bonus credit wagering requirement at EnergyCasino, head to ‘My Account’ and select ‘Profile
Details’. There, you’ll be able to see your remaining account balance (cash), the bonus balance

(remaining bonus credit account balance) and how many EnergyPoints you’ve gathered so far. Click on
‘Details’ under ‘Bonus Balance’ to view the remaining bonus wagering requirements and other important

information. CASH FUNDS. Cash funds comprise your deposited money and any casino rewards
labelled as “Cash”. There are no wagering requirements on cash, even if you’re dealing with bonus cash

obtained through a promotion. Unlike bonus credit, these funds are yours to keep, use or withdraw
however you see fit. WAGERING REQUIREMENTS. The most important thing about claiming a casino



bonus is familiarising yourself with the wagering requirements. The wagering requirement is displayed
as a multiplier and indicates the number of times you must turn over the specified funds. Wagering

requirements usually apply to bonus credit but may cover your deposit, bonus winnings and free-spins
winnings as well. An offer that states: “Deposit + Bonus must be wagered 5x” means that the total sum of
your deposit and bonus credit must be wagered five times. If you’re working with a €10 deposit and €10

in bonus credit, you will have to wager a total of €100 to convert your bonus credit to cash. If you’re
playing at another casino, game wagering contribution may also apply, which is another way to call game

weighting. If you see that game weighting is less than 100% on specific titles, this means that only the
specified percentage of your wager will contribute to the wagering requirements. To view the remaining

bonus wagering requirement at EnergyCasino, head to ‘My Account’, then click on ‘Details’ under
‘Bonus Balance. Bonus Abuse — The wagering requirements may not always seem fair, but they are
there for good reasons: to prevent bonus abuse and to ensure that your favourite casino can stay in

business. After all, if casinos handed out hundreds in cash with no restrictions, what would prevent you
from simply grabbing the cash and skedaddling, never to be seen again? Bonus abuse is a serious

offence and is not tolerated at any online casino. Creating multiple accounts to claim free bonuses, for
example, may result in the suspension of your accounts and/or loss of any remaining funds. You may

claim a bonus once per player, per household — nothing more. CLAIMING A FREE SPINS NO
DEPOSIT BONUS. Unlike most deposit free-spin bonuses, a No Deposit Bonus is claimed by

redeeming a bonus code. These free bonus codes can be obtained through various means: as part of
an ongoing promotion, as an exclusive offer from our partners or even as a surprise from us to you. Keep

an eye on your onsite inbox — you never know when you’ll spot a free bonus attached within! OTHER
WAYS TO GET FREE SPINS AT ENERGYCASINO. TOURNAMENT FREE SPINS. Casino

tournaments are guaranteed to make your gaming experience so much more entertaining. On top of that,
you can get your hands on a heaping handful of free spins if you manage to secure one of the winning

positions. The higher up you climb the leaderboard, the larger the number of free spins you may win. Play
qualifying casino slots and earn ranking points for a chance to win bonus credit, free spins and cash! At

EnergyCasino, you’ll find an action-packed tournament every single day. ENERGYPOINTS. At
EnergyCasino, you can enjoy a unique loyalty programme that awards EnergyPoints for each bet you

place, regardless of whether you win or lose, as long as the wager is not placed using any bonus funds.
The EnergyPoints you accumulate can eventually be exchanged for cash, bonuses or EnergySpins at the

EnergyShop. Bear in mind that each reward comes with its price tag, so make sure you accumulate
enough EnergyPoints to redeem your preferred rewards. Also, you can earn extra EnergyPoints through
various promotions at EnergyCasino, like Game of the Week or Triple BF Burger. FREE SPINS SLOT

BONUSES. You may also score a Free Spins bonus when playing your favourite slot games. In our
portfolio of over 3,000 casino games, plenty offer free spins as a bonus feature. Winning spins is often
accomplished by landing a sequence of Scatter symbols; however, this may vary from slot to slot, so

make sure to read the game’s rules! Jackpot slots, for example, are known for their abundance of unique
features. Although it's the progressive jackpot that attracts the attention of most players, only the lucky

few may trigger the mega jackpot. However, you can still win other prizes in the game, including smaller
cash rewards, win multipliers and more free spins. SEASONAL EVENTS AND PROMOTIONS. When it
comes to festivities, we know how to celebrate! Stop by EnergyCasino around various holidays to get
your hands on even more bonuses, daily free games, no-wagering free spins, deposit free spins, extra
cash, merch and a myriad of other rewards. We’ll keep your stockings full on Christmas, your cauldrons
bubbling on Hallow’s Eve and pack your basket with the most colourful (and rewarding) eggs on Easter!
TOP ENERGYCASINO SLOTS WITH FREE SPINS. BOOK OF DEAD FREE SPINS. Go back in time

to the ancient Egyptian world with this casino slot by Play’n GO. You'll meet Anubis and Osiris while
exploring Egyptian mysteries with the Egyptologist Rich Wilde, but what you must look out for is the Book

of Dead symbol. When you land three or more books in any reel position, you'll trigger a Free Spins
round. BOOK OF RA FREE SPINS. Are you ready to unearth the lost treasures of the pharaohs? The

action-packed Book of Ra casino slot will transport you back to ancient Egypt, and its bonus features will
help you solve bygone mysteries. Three or more Book of Ra symbols (which are the substituting Wilds in

this slot) trigger 10 free spins with a special Expanding symbol that covers all three positions on the
reels. You can even win more free spins during this feature! IMMORTAL ROMANCE FREE SPINS.
Microgaming presents us with a gothic tale of forbidden love in Immortal Romance™. It takes on the

vampire theme and creates a casino slot that’s up to the hilt with spine-tingling bonus features! Its most



unique feature is the Chamber of Spins bonus — which you can unlock when landing three, four or five
golden lion door knockers (the Scatter symbols). You can activate four bonus levels, each with its

distinctive Free Spins rewards and additional special features. The more often you manage to open the
chamber, the more levels you'll be able to unlock. Here are the rewards associated with each bonus

level: Amber Bonus — Awards 10 retriggerable free spins with a 5x multiplier on all wins. Troy Bonus —
Grants 15 free spins, and each win activates the Vampire Bats feature, which randomly transforms

symbols into win multipliers between 2x and 6x. Free spins cannot be retriggered in this bonus round.
Michael Bonus — Awards 20 free spins, and each win activates rolling reels. This feature signifies that
winning symbol combinations are removed from the reels and replaced with new symbols, allowing you
to enjoy more than one possible win per spin. Consecutive wins in this bonus round also enjoy a 5x win
multiplier. Sarah Bonus — You may trigger up to 25 free spins in this bonus level, characterised by a

Wild Vine feature that can randomly transform symbols into extra Wilds. The Wild Desire feature is also
an integral part of this slot, as it can randomly transform up to five reels into Wilds, but it's a feature that
doesn't trigger any free spins. MEGA FORTUNE FREE SPINS. A popular jackpot slot by NetEnt, Mega
Fortune revolves around the luxury theme and offers three progressive jackpots - the Rapid, Major and

Mega jackpots. Apart from these attractive jackpots, its Free Spins bonus feature is one of the
fundamental aspects which define this rich casino slot. After it's triggered by three or more champagne
Scatter symbols, you get to select one of the champagne symbols, whereby you can win up to ten free

spins with a 5x multiplier. Thus, even if you don't hit the jackpot, you still get to enjoy some free spins and
possible multiplied wins! MEGA MOOLAH FREE SPINS. Mega Moolah is, undeniably, the favourite

progressive jackpot slot for many casino players. Boasting four progressive jackpots — the Mini, Minor,
Major and Mega jackpot — Mega Moolah offers a chance to win a truly extraordinary prize. Since a small
percentage of each bet placed is added to the pot, the progressive sum keeps on growing until a win is
triggered. At this point, the pot is reset to a predetermined value. As you delve deeper into the African
savannah, you'll realise that its jackpots are not its only attractive feature. The purple witch symbol can
trigger 15 free bonus spins with a 3x multiplier! The popularity of this wildlife-themed casino slot has
undoubtedly withstood the test of time, which is why Microgaming released even more games in this

series, like Atlantean Treasures Mega Moolah and Absolootly Mad Mega Moolah. STARBURST FREE
SPINS. Starburst™ is one of the astronomical successes produced by NetEnt. Its sparkling graphics

and radiant features have been attracting many new players looking for a simple yet remarkable casino
game. Even though many years have passed since its release, it still hasn't aged a day and has

solidified its position as one of NetEnt's greatest hits. The game embraces exciting bonus features,
including the Win Both Ways mechanic and Expanding Wilds, which may pay out exciting wins.

Consequently, the Expanding Wilds can also activate a free Respin feature. Thus, when a Wild expands
across a whole reel, the rest of the reels will respin. This feature can be triggered up to three times. HOW

DO YOU CLAIM FREE SPINS AT ENERGYCASINO? Free spins are a great reward that’s worth
claiming if you want to have more fun and enjoy your favourite games for free. So, how can you claim free

spins? EnergyCasino offers rewarding Welcome Bonuses to players across many jurisdictions, so
register and verify your account to check out any bonuses you may be eligible for. Stay tuned with

ongoing promotions, especially Free Spins No Deposit Bonuses! Take advantage of no-deposit bonus
codes to get free spins. Choose casino slots with Free Spins features to be in with a chance of

triggering a bonus round. Make sure you read the rules of each slot game to understand how you can
trigger a round of free spins. Take part in tournaments and try earning enough points for one of the top
prizes. Play the Game of the Week to earn extra EnergyPoints, which you can exchange for free spins,
called EnergySpins. Take advantage of bonus codes to get free spins. FREE CASINO GAMES. How
would you like to play casino games for free? If you're new to casino gaming and don’t want to grab a

Deposit Free Spins Bonus or any bonus credit, we suggest you take advantage of the free casino
games offered through the demo mode. Playing for free may help you understand how slots work, the
nature of betting, how certain features function and explore the vast selection of games you can play.

Thus, when you wish to place real money bets, you can do so with more confidence in all your favourite
casino slots. At EnergyCasino, you have access to thousands of free demo slots, which you can play

using virtual currency. You get to enjoy the slots with the same gameplay and features, but with the added
advantage of not risking your money. Naturally, you won't be able to win real money when you play for

free. New players who wish to access free demos should select a game, hover over the game's
thumbnail and click on the grey ‘DEMO’ button. Depending on your jurisdiction, you may be asked to

register and complete the verification process to access the demos. In cases where verification is not



necessary, you may be able to play as a visitor. MOBILE CASINO FREE SPINS. Thanks to
technological advancements, players can enjoy playing the best casino games on their mobile devices.
Anyone can decide to play on the go and take advantage of the same features and bonuses you'd find

on a desktop, including free spins. Many casino slots, especially the latest releases, offer mobile-
compatible gameplay and a seamlessly adapted user interface, so don’t worry about sacrificing anything
in your experience. As long as you have a fast internet connection, you get to play your favourite games

and take advantage of the best online Free Spins bonuses on your mobile browser. PLAY AT
ENERGYCASINO. Play at EnergyCasino and enjoy an unparalleled variety of games, casino bonuses

and other promotions. We offer daily tournaments, seasonal casino events, and so much more. Whether
you’re in the mood for slots, game shows or classic tables — we have it all. Casino players will find

everything from classic online slots like Royal Crown™, Cash Splash and Book of Dead to innovative
modern hits like Gonzo’s Quest™ Megaways™, Cubes and Reactoonz. We have over 3,000 slots,
game tables and video poker machines to choose from — take your pick! Players who prefer Live

Casino tables will find a comprehensive selection of top live roulette, blackjack, poker and baccarat
tables, along with unique games from all over the world, like teen patti, Andar Bahar and Fan Tan. If
you’re looking for something different but enjoy slots, game shows from providers like Evolution and

Pragmatic Play will be right up your alley. Check out games like Crazy Time, Monopoly Live and Sweet
Bonanza Candyland. Our players always come first, and that’s why we would like to draw your attention
to our Responsible Gaming tools. These practical tools and support resources can help you keep your

gambling under control and avoid the harms inherent to it. Consider setting limits on your deposits,
wagers, losses and session duration. You can also self-exclude from all gambling activities and opt-out

of receiving promotional material. If you have any questions or need assistance, please contact our
Customer Support team through email or Live Chat. Play responsibly, and when the fun stops — stop.
�WHAT ARE FREE SPINS? Free spins are spins you can make at no cost while playing qualifying

casino slots. They can either be awarded as part of a casino promotion or may be triggered by Scatter
symbols or unique symbol combinations while playing a game that offers free spins as a feature. �WHY
DO ONLINE CASINOS OFFER FREE SPINS? Players highly anticipate free spins because they offer a
chance to win without putting cash on the line. Online casinos are aware of their immense popularity, so

they do their utmost to offer slots with Free Spin features in their portfolio, together with special
promotions which involve free spins. Thus, they attract new players and keep existing customers

engaged. �HOW CAN I GET FREE SPINS? You can get your hands on free spins when you play casino
slots that have a Free Spins feature by claiming a casino bonus offering free spins, participating in

tournaments, exchanging EnergyPoints for EnergySpins and by using bonus codes to redeem a Free
Spins No Deposit Bonus. Remember that there is no such thing as free bonuses. Even a Free Spins No
Deposit Bonus may have wagering requirements on your bonus winnings, so pay close attention to the

Terms and Conditions of any offer you wish to claim. �DO I HAVE TO USE ALL MY NO DEPOSIT
FREE SPINS AT ONCE? Go through the promotion's Terms and Conditions and wagering requirements
to determine what you need to take into account when claiming a Free Spins bonus. Free-spin bonuses

that don’t require a minimum deposit usually have low wagering requirements or none at all, but the
number of spins you get will generally be lower. This makes using your no-deposit free spins simple, as
you won’t have to sit through hundreds of spins in one go. If you have to stop playing and will return later,
you can pick up right where you left off; however, don’t forget that free spins can expire. Check the Terms
and Conditions and look for “bonus valid” in the phrasing, which will specify how long your free spins can
sit around for. �HOW DO YOU USE FREE SPINS? You can use triggered free spins to continue playing
the same slot, at no cost, be in with a chance of multiplying your wins. Otherwise, if you get your hands on
a Free Spins promotion, you can choose one of the eligible slots and spin the reels for free. Bear in mind
that free spins may also be subject to wagering requirements and other Terms and Conditions, like max.

bet, max. cash winnings and expiration dates. Additionally, players who have not made a first deposit
may be excluded from these recurring promotions, so pay attention to the terms. �ARE FREE SPINS

WORTH IT? That depends on your preferences. Free spins unlock more winning opportunities and
enable players to keep on playing their favourite slots without putting their money at risk. However,

casino bonuses often impose wagering requirements on the winnings obtained from free spins — and
you may not enjoy dealing with that. �WHAT IS A FREE SPINS BONUS? This kind of bonus grants

players a number of free spins, which they can use on selected slots. It may come together with a First
Deposit Match Bonus, a recurring Reload Bonus or as a Free Spins No Deposit Bonus. �CAN FREE



SPINS BE USED ON ANY GAME? Check out the promotion's terms and conditions to determine which
games are eligible for free spins. Generally, free spins are restricted to a selected number of slots by a
particular game provider, but you may find cases where you can use Free Spins bonuses on any game

you prefer. � Can I win real money with free spins? Not at all. A typical Free Spins promotion, like a
Deposit Welcome Bonus, offers a handful of free spins on one specific game. Occasionally, the free

spins may be offered on multiple games, but you will have to choose which game you’d like to use them
on, as the spins cannot be credited to all games simultaneously. The same applies to other promotions,
like those that offer free table chips or game show spins. The Terms and Conditions will always specify
which slots, game shows or tables you can use your bonuses on. Spins won through a game’s bonus

feature can only be used on that game. �CAN I WIN REAL MONEY WITH FREE SPINS? Yes, you can!
The best thing about free spins is that you can win real money while spinning the reels for free. You may
even enjoy win multipliers during Free Spin rounds, along with other bonus features that may increase

your winnings. �ARE FREE SPINS REALLY FREE? Not always. When free spins are obtained by
triggering an in-game bonus round with free spins, then they are entirely free. Each spin will be valued
the same as the triggering wager, and any winnings are yours to keep. They will not be thrown into your

bonus credit accounts, so you can withdraw them as soon as you like. However, as soon as you exhaust
all the free spins, you must place a bet to continue playing. Free spins obtained through a casino’s bonus
are usually semi-free, meaning that you won’t have to pay for the spins themselves, but you may have to
make a minimum deposit and turn over your winnings. When wagering the winnings, you may also have
to abide by the max. bet and a limited selection of qualifying games specified in the offer’s Terms and
Conditions. �ARE FREE SPINS AVAILABLE ON MOBILE? Of course! If you prefer playing on the go,
you can enjoy the same features you'd find on a desktop slot on your mobile browser, as long as you

have a compatible device and a stable internet connection. �DO FREE SPINS ALWAYS REQUIRE A
BONUS CODE? No, although bonus codes may grant you extra free spins, you can still get your hands
on some free spins when playing slots with an in-build Free Spins feature and when casinos offer Free
Spins promotions. �WHICH ONLINE CASINO OFFERS THE BEST FREE SPINS? EnergyCasino is

well-known for the many ways you can get your hands on some free spins! Players can compete in
massive tournaments to win hundreds of EnergySpins, claim rewarding Reload Bonuses with free

EnergySpins or enjoy them as a thank you for continued loyalty. On top of that, play your favourite slots
and don’t forget to check out the Game of the Week to earn EnergyPoints, which you can convert to

EnergySpins and Super EnergySpins at any time. EnergyCasino also boasts a wide range of slots with
an integrated Free Spin feature in its rich portfolio, which comprises over 3,000 online slots, game

shows and live tables. At a licensed and regulated online casino like EnergyCasino, you can have fun
with peace of mind while enjoying free spins! 
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